Troop:

Troop:

My Community Kaper is:

My Community Kaper is:

Time: Sunday @ _______
Location: All over camp
Girl Scouts never litter but trash always finds it’s way out
onto the trails. We want to keep camp clear and wildlife
safe.
□

Grab a small trash bag from the lodge. Ask a camp
staff if you’re not sure where to find these.

□

Walk the main trails of camp. Don’t worry about the
areas immediately surrounding the cabins, that’s the
job of the people who live there.

□

Pay special attention to the area around the campfire
ring and flag pole.

□

When you’re done, throw the bag of trash into one of
the big trash cans.

Time: Sunday @ _______
Location: Main Lodge
Follow the checklist below.
□
□
□
□
□
□
□
□
□

When you are done, return the cleaning supplies to where
you found
them.
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Troop:

Troop:

My Community Kaper is:

My CommuTime: Sunday @ _______
Location: Main Lodge
Your job is to sweep and mop the main lodge and make
sure all tables and chairs/benches are stacked neatly on the
sides. Follow the checklist below:
□
□
□
□
□

Wipe down tables
Place lost and found items in the box
Remove trash and replace bags
Remove, shake and replace floor mats
Sweep and mop floor

Pick up floor mats (at Whispering Oaks)
Wipe down all surfaces with disinfectant
Scrub toilets (girls should wear gloves)
Empty sanitary cans
Clean mirror and sink area
Empty any trash and replace bag
Sweep and mop stalls and sink area
Put floor mats back (at Whispering Oaks)
Replace any low/empty toilet paper and paper towels

Time: Sunday @ _______
Location: Whispering Oaks Field or Winacka Welcome Center Restrooms
Follow the checklist below. Field restrooms, may need to
retrieve cleaning supplies from nearby Engelmann Oak with
their permission.
Wipe down all surfaces with disinfectant
Scrub toilets (girls should wear gloves)
Empty sanitary cans
Clean mirror and sink area
Empty any trash and replace bag
Sweep both restrooms
Make sure doors are closed but not locked

Do not clean the bathroom, there is another troop assigned
to do that.

□
□
□
□
□
□
□

When you are done, return all cleaning supplies where you
found them.

When you are done, place the full trash bags outside and
return the cleaning supplies to Engelmann Oak.
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Troop:

My Community Kaper is:

Troop:

My Community Kaper is:

Time: Saturday @ ________
Location: Main Lodge

Time: Saturday @ ________
Location: Main Lodge

This is an important job so please arrive 30 minutes before
the meal start time. You will remain at the lodge up to and
through the meal.

This is an important job so please arrive 30 minutes before
the meal start time. You will remain at the lodge up to and
through the meal.

Your girls will be setting tables and preparing the lodge for
the meal. They will each be assigned a table, and will not be
sitting together at this meal.

Your girls will be setting tables and preparing the lodge for
the meal. They will each be assigned a table, and will not be
sitting together at this meal.

The girls will be hoppers (like a hostess) for the tables they
are assigned and will get food from the kitchen window during the meal, fill up water, and perform other duties during
the meal.

The girls will be hoppers (like a hostess) for the tables they
are assigned and will get food from the kitchen window during the meal, fill up water, and perform other duties during
the meal.

Leaders– your role is to be supervisory and guide them
where needed.

Leaders– your role is to be supervisory and guide them
where needed.
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